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MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

~CRET 

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

PARTICIPtTS: 	 The President 

Secretary Henry A. Kissinger 


Senator Mike Mansfield 
Senator Hugh Scott 
Senator William Fulbright 
Senator George Aiken 
Senator Hubert Humphrey 

Congressman Thomas O'Neill 
Congressman John Rhodes 
Congressman Thomas Morgan 
Congressman Peter Frelinghuysen 

L /Genera1 Brent Scowcroft 
Mr. William Timmons 

DATE AND TIME: Wednesday, September 26, 1974 

PLACE: Family_ Dining Room, The Residence 

.~ 

SUBJECT: Bipartisan Leadership Breakfast with the PresidentCi 

~~ 
13~ The President: I appreciate Mike's holding the Foreign Assistance Bill soi§ we could talk over Turkish aid, the Foreign Assistance Bill and the Trade Bill. 

Y'! ~.~ Doc, you approved the modified Turkish language.
4II":lIL 

iJti~< 
!!~5C 	 b 1w'" "'"'" lie ongressman Morgan: It passed y a vote of 9 to 11. ~ i~ - 

§ q ! The President: I hope we can make it stick on the floor. Then, Mike helped 
LU ;: get the same into the Senate aid bill. Henry, would you explain the situation 

we are in. 
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Secretary Kissinger: Let me do two things -- explain the diplomacy and then 
the legal situation. 

The Greek domestic situation is extremely complex. Karamanlis is caught 
between anti- US forces on the left and right. There is Papadopoulos on the 
left (who was strong enough in 167 to stimulate a C.9Up); and on the right are 
the military type s from the junta. 

Karamanlis and Mavros are personally prQ-US. " They talk differently, however, 
for public consum.ption. 

Congressman O'Neill: How did the junta judge so wrong on Cyprus? 

Secretary Kissinger: We got no high-l~vf;,J warning of the coup. Neither did 
Makarios. We earlier had had some r'tlm.or's which we passed to him. 

The junta m.ade a basic wrong judgment. They thought in terms of the 1964 
situation. But in 1964 there was, a ~tr6ng Cyprus government and a popular 
Greek governm.ent. And as a result of '64, the Turks vowed never would they 
let it happen again. The junta \V;s Uving in a dream world -- in the early days 
after the coup'it wouldn't give 'con~-e's'sions to keep the Turks from invading. 

Karamanlis is trying to steal support from the left and the right before the 
November elections. Take his actions with respect to NATO -- Karamanlis 
is trying to steal the thunder from the left. He has really done a minimwn. 
Mavros was upset because he was the only foreign minister called on in 
New York. He thought it wouldn't look good back home. 

The Greeks know the outcome will be worse than on July 15. Any conceivable 
outcome before the elections would have to be of a character which would hurt 
them. They hope in a negotiation to wrap in other issues with Turkey. It 
was our judgment that there was nothing we could have done which would have 
stopped the second Turkish offensive. 

Im.mediate1y after the second attack began, we invited both Prime Ministers 
here or offered to send Ambassador Bruce to meet with them. These were 
all rejected. 

We told Karamanlis that we understood the need for some anti-US propaganda, 
but there was danger it would prevent us from helping them•. He quieted it 
down thereafter. Then Karamanlis asked for a private emissary. We sent 
Tyler. Karam.anlis told him that in direct negotiations, he would 'ha've to ask 
far too much. He gave us a list of what he would need in direct negotiations 
and then gave us a sm.aller list of dem.ands which he said he could get by with 
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in direct negotiations. Then he said he would rather not be involved at a11 -
so he wouldn't have to accept the responsibility. He could accept a communal 
talks outcome which he couldn't accept if he were directly involved. 

At the same tizne, we took the foreign assistance legal interpretation to the 
Turks and told them we would have to implement it if there were no progress 
in the negotiations and on poppies. (They have now agreed on the straw process. ) 
The Turks have now <;l.greed ~hat when the Greeks give the signal, they wi11 
make some concessions. That would be used to elicit a statement of principles 
would permit communal talks, plus some refugee returns. This would be in 
October. Then, after the November elections,' ,the talks would be broadened. 

The Greek problem is presentational. MaV'roswas very friendly with me and 
asked for economic and military aid - - but publlc1y he has had to make some 
troublesome statem.ents. He told me he would get Makarios under control. 
He asked privately that I go to Turkey to bring back a concession, but they 
are reluctant to ask me publicly. But a11 this is tactics. Both the Greeks 
and Turks substantia11y agree on this general process. 

In Turkey, Ecevit has a government problem because his coalition wanted 
annexation in Cyprus. He is looking for a partner who would be wi11ing to 
negotiate with Greece. 

Greece is wi11ing to give Turkey 20% of the island, and the Turks are wi11ing 
to reduce their holdings to 33%. Somewhere in between wi11 work. 

We are ready to use leverage on Turkey (whatever you think of our policy), 
but if we cut off aid ahead of time we wi11lose that leverage. If we are tough 
beforehand, the Greeks -- who wi11 be tough negotiators anyway -- would have 
leverage over us. With an aid cutoff, the Greeks would expect concessions 
no one could get them. These restrictions would 10 se us the Tu!ks without 
helping the Greeks and destroy this process I have been describing. It is 
going pretty we11 rea11y -- but it wi11 move in fits and starts. Cutting off 
aid doesn't help the Greek moderates because it cuts thei;r maneuvering 
room -- they can't point to objective necessities for compromise. 

The legal provisions are such that we can and probably should cut off aid. 
We could avoid the cutoff by the following (read from talking paper): 

Find the Turks not in substantial violation 

Self-defense 

Treaty of 1960 creates doubt 

Law applies to future, not past action 


-8fi6RET .. 
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The President felt we should not Inake a strained legal interpretation without 
talking with you. Even if we cut off, does it apply to pipeline, and how about 
the $50 Inillion grant exception? A cutoff without the pipeline cutoff would 
infuriate the Turks without leaving any effect for a year. 

The negotiations tiInetable can't be speeded. All of this represents the nature 
of our probleIn and why we don't want an autotnatic cutoff but rather to use the 
threat of it for leverage. 

The President: This is why the aInendtnent of yest~rday is good. 

Senator Fulbright: What is it? 


Secretary Kissinger: TheCR AInendInent required "substantial progress." 

This gives the Greeks the opportunity to say at any tiIne there isn't any. 

The language in yesterday's aIIlIIlendInentscall for "good faith efforts by the 

Turks. " 


Congre s stnan Morgan: You saw the POST editorial? 


Secretary Kissinger: . Yes. It is not accurate. I haven't done anything about 

the legal opinions. 


Senator Aiken: How do we respond to our Greek friends? 


Secretary Kissinger: I spoke with AHEPA a while back and while they were 

good in private, they went right out to lobby for a cutoff. 


Congresstnan Frelinghuysen: The fight isn't over. Bradetnas will continue to 

fight. His argUIIlent is the aInendInent was designed to get SOIne troops Inoved 

off Cyprus. 


Secretary Kissinger: We could tnake a shyster interpretation -- pullout 5,000 

troops and declare substantial progress. We don't want to do it that way_ 


Congresstnan Frelinghuysen: The whole thing is a PR Inove to pacify feelings. 


Secretary Kissinger: Once the Turks know we are playing gaInes like pulling 

out a few troops, we will lose our leverage with theIne 


Congresstnan Frelinghuysen: How do we get out of COInplying with the act? 
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Secretary Kis singer: The minimum compliance would be to cut off credit 
and all grants above $50 million, and have the pipeline alone. But this 
would force the Turks to a nationalistic posture in 'which no Turk could give 
concessions -- and the Greeks wouldn't want to make concessions in such 
a situation because they would want to wait to see what effect the cutoff 
was having. 

Congressman FrelinghuyS'en: But we don't ,have an ideal solution and the 
House vote shows clearly what the sentiment is. 

Congressman Rhodes: Brademas told me not to make him roll us again -
because he can and will. What we need is a Senate action on CR first so we 
can bring something in conference. 

Secretary Kissinger: Our lawyers say the House Conunittee action would 
override the language in the Foreign Assistance Act. 

We should have some action going by the time the recess is over. 

Congressman O'Neill: Could you talk with the Greek Congressmen? 

Senator Mansfield: We have the amendment now and will try to hold it as is 
for conference. 

Congressman Rhodes: That is what we need. 

Secretary Kissinger: If we had the House language on the CRA there would be 
daily arguments about what was "substantial" progres s and the Greeks would 
gain great leverage. 

Congressman Rhodes: How about stressing the effect on NATO. We need 
both Greece and Turkey. 

President Ford: Sure. Turkey could take the ,': same NATO action as the Greeks. 

Secretary Kissinger: The potential for the Turks getting out of NATO is 
greater than Greece. There is no sympathy with Americans in Turkey and 
there is always the pos sibility of a Qaddafi-type coup. If the Turks should 
throw in with the Arabs, we would be in trouble. 

Senator Humphrey: We have a problem of cosmetics: There must be some 
action showing something is going on that we can point to. We can make a 
case if we have something to point to. Remember, there is a US election in 
November, too. \ '-''' .. , 

.' ( .... 
, '. 
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Secretary Kissinger: Our dilemma is that the TUJ;'ks aJ;'e willing to grant 
some concessions, but the Greeks have asked that we don't do it now because 
they want it close to their election· and not so far in front they have to deliver 
something else by November. ' 

Senator Humphrey: Can we say within 30 days? 

Secretary Kissinger: If the Gr~eks think we are ,under pressure, they may 
back off. 

Congressman Rhodes: .But the Turks aJ;'e iruidnow about the Congressional 
action. If they make concessions now, it looks like they are caving under 
pressure. 

Senator Humphrey: We have alreq,dy gone through a period in this country 
where we have ignored the la'w~ Ii just won't work. We need something. 

Senator Mansfield: I would be prepared to go with the Brooke Amendment. 

Senator Fulbright: I prefer to put the amendment on the authorization rather 
than the CRA. Of course I am opposed to the whole bill. This Cyprus 
negotiation is a British problem. These amendments would get us into 
another dispute where we don't belong. Let the UN handle it. They can't 
do any worse than we. 

Senator Humphrey: It's not a UN problem. It's a NATO problem. 

Senator Fulbright: The problem is we are using foreign aid to get us involved 
in every dispute around the world. 

Senator Mansfield: Our policy in Cyprus has been good. There are all sorts 
of dangerous possibilities in this situation. I oppose aid but I want to support 
our diplomacy. 

Senator Fulbright: I oppose doing it through the CRA. Afterall, the bill has 
more money, but it does have 'a numbeJ;' of restrictive amendments. 

Congressman Rhodes,l Hubert has identified the immeaiab~ problem. Can 
we tell the Turks the law is such, and that we will have to comply by a certain 
time. 

Congressman Frelinghuysen: I don't think the Brooke-Hamilton approach 
will be accepted unless we do something with the Turks. . ~' 
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Secretary Kissinger: Our dilell'lllia is the Greeks don't want it now.'<:::::? <;,,1
- - ~--

Senator Scott: It will be as much trouble after the election as now. 

The President: There are two bills: the authorization tomorrow and the 
eRA Monday. 

Senator Fulbright: Why not take it to the UN. Then we wouldn't have all 
of the responsibility. 

The President: The Greeks and the Turks both trust us. 

Secretary Kissinger: Giving it to the UN is a pro-Turk move because the 
UN can't do anything and the situation would freeze as it is. If we move away 
from the Turks, the Soviet Union will probably move toward them. Turkey 
is more important to the Soviet Union than Greece. 

Senator Fulbright: Turkey has always been afraid of the Soviet Union. They 
wouldn't turn to them. 

Senator Mansfield: No, you are wrong. They would turn to the Soviet Union 
and the Arabs. 

The President: The Greek government won't publicly acknowledge to the US 
Greeks they don't want movement now. We both have elections and they must 
understand if they don't call off the US Greeks, it will hurt the Greek position. 

Senator Mansfield: How about a token Turk reduction of 2,000-3,000 now 
and another nearer election? 

Senator Humphrey: Maybe we could dump all the bad stuff on the Authorization 
to let people vent their spleen and then negotiate it out of the eRA. 

Senator Mansfield: We will probably take up the Authorization Tuesday. 

Senator Humphrey: The House has a mild amendment on the Authorization and 
if the Senate puts a tough amendment on the Authorization, but not on the eRA, 
then we can negotiate a good eRA. 

The President: Then, by the time the recess is over, there may be some 
progress and we could take care of it in the Authorization. 

Senator Aiken: To summarize - - all this maneuvering must be kept from the 
public. 
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Congressman Rhodes: How is the US Greek Com:munity divided? 

Secretary Kissinger: The responsible ones are for Karamanlis and the 
demonstrators are for Papadopoulos. 

Congressman R.bodes: Suppo'se Iakovos met with the President and then 
made a good' statement. 

Congressman O'Neill. BeforJ~ the coup the Greek Congressman were out of 
touch with tue US-Greeks -- who supported the junta. Now they want to get 
back in touch with their constituents by being to.~gh. 

The President: We will put tough language in,'the Senate Authorization and 
keep the Senate CRA with the Brooke Amendment. Then after the recess, 
progres s would get us off the hook. 

So it's crucial to get to Iakovos. 

Congressman Rhodes: I think it would add to our problems to put a tough 
amendment on the Senate bill. 

The President: Let's spend just a minute on Jackson-Vanik. I met with Scoop 
last Saturday. My position is to have a waiver. If, at the end of the year the 
Soviet Union hasn't performed, I would kill MFN. The Soviet Union has agreed 
they wouldn't interfere with applications and any applicant could leave, 
except for security cases. 

Secretary Kissinger: That's about 1 or 1-1/2% of the total. 

The President: And no harassment. If they stick by that, I would so certify 
and MFN would continue. We propose to Scoop a procedure like we had on the 
pay bill. Scoop wants affirmative action by the Congress under a complicated 
system he says will ensure the Congress will act. 

Senator Fulbright: That won't work. 

Senator Scott: No, it won't. 

The President: Scoop has worked out a complicated procedure, but you know 
it can be circumvented. 

Why we would even be willing to let it be a one-House veto. 

Senator Humphrey: What has Javits said about .all this. 
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Secretary Kissinger: What the President described is what the Soviets 
have told us. But they won't guarantee a specific figure and they claim. 
em.igration is down becau,.se of the Middle East situation. There is probably 
som.ething to that (described Belgian action on re-em.igrators). We would 
com.m.unicate all these understandings in a letter to Scoop and he would 
answer back with his clarifications. 

Senator Hum.phrey: To Scoop? And how about- the rest of us? 

Secretary Kissinger: Scoop would write back and say he understands 60,000 
is what we could expect as an adequate figure. The Soviets wi11 not agree 
to that. And you know there is no way for the Soviet Union to live up to· every 
detail of these requirem.ents, so Jackson could use every isolated exam.ple 
to scream. bad faith. (Described how we couldn't require typed applications.) 

No governm.ent could or should live up to this intrusion. 

Senator Fulbright: We certainly wouldn't. 

Secretary Kissinger: But we would certainly know through the Jewish network 
of system.atic violations. And Brezhnev sort of has prom.ised personal 
attention individual cases. But the Soviet Union has not agreed to 60,000 
and Jackson at the end of the waiver period could scre~trickery. We do 
not accept his specific num.ber. 

[The President m.entioned the Kudirka case to show Soviet cooperation.] 


Senator Hum.phrey: I'm. glad to hear they are hum.an. If you think the Greeks 

have pressure, we have m.ore from. the Jews. You've got to get the top Jewish 

leaders in and tell them. what has been done. The President has an ironclad 

case on this. 


Senator Scott: We have m.ade these points to the Jewish Com.m.unity. The 

Israeli Governm.ent has to • • • (interrupted). 


The President: If the Jackson-Vanik Am.endm.ent com.es up, we can't buy it. 

So there would be no trade bill and probably no Jewi"h em.igration. The way to 

go is our way so we can get a trade bill and em.igration. 


Senator Mansfield: I couldn't vote for the bi11 as Henry has described the 

process. 


Congressm.an Frelinghuysen: Would you leave Scoop's letter unanswered? 


Secretary Kissinger: We would reply saying we understand this is your view - 

a waffle. But he would always claim. trickery. 


http:Congressm.an
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Senator Humphrey: Why not spell out this to the leadership? Why to·,s.coop? 
I am. m.ean too. We know the President won't let non-com.pliance turn into a 
political football. It is absolutely safe. 'Dem.ocratic politics will be wild 
in 1976. The President should spell out the understandings -- or Henry, 
but not to Scoop. 

Senator Scott: If sentim.e~t here is opposed, just tell Scoop what the leaders 
think. 

Secretary Kissinger: We could pu~ in a letter from. m.e what I have described. 

Senator Hum.phrey: Som.eone should spell it out to the com.m.ittees, not to 
Scoop. 

Senator Scott: T ell Scoop there should not be a private treaty. 

Secretary Kissinger: There are two choices -- if we write a letter to the 
leader ship and he replie s, he is just one Senator. But if we write him. and 
he replies, it is part of the legislative record. 

Congressm.an Rhodes: A letter should go to Senator Long. 

Senator Hum.phrey: A letter should go to Long. Then, anyone can send a 
letter back who wants to. If Scoop gets a letter, others who m.ay have certain 
am.bitions will want one. 

The President: We brought this up because we are here working hard on this 
problem. and I wanted the leadership to know the precise situation. I hope 
Scoop won It feel we undercut him.. 

Secretary Kissinger: The Soviet Union says they canlt accept MFN if affirm.ative 
action is needed every year. 

The Presid.ent: Tell them. about the Cam.p David m.eeting, Henry. 

Secretary Kissinger: Based on our oil speeches, we have called a Big Five 
m.eeting. 

What we are seeing is one of the largest transfers of economic and therefore 
political power in history. Italy, for exam.ple, can't m.eet its deficit. 
Recycling gives the Arabs life and death control over the industrial world -
by pulling out the investm.ent they could cause economic c~os. Som.e have 
said let the Arabs take over the foreign aid programs from the developed 
countries. If the Arabs take over foreign aid -- they haven't 'shown that 
inclination yet - - they could buy up the whole Third World. Libya, for 
exam.ple, literally buys up countries. . 

http:Congressm.an
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We have no brilliant answers but we want to put this problem to them and 
some possible approaches: 

(1) Consumer restraint. 

(2) Explore a fund which would equalize the burden -- maybe a tax. 

(3) Build on emergency sharing agreement - - from selective to general 

boycott. 

We must realize we face a seriQus change in world political structure. 

Senator Scott: The industrialized world won't tolerate strangulation at the 
hands of a few Arabs. It never has happened before in history. 


Secretary Kissinger: There has never been this kind of power transfer without 

war. European attitudes are now changing. 


If this trend continues, Japan, for example, will build a military force to 

take action. 


Senator Humphrey: Your conference should agree on joint R&D. You need 

to announce something. We need really to get going. 


Noone knows how to deal with this shift in capital. 


We should tell the Arabs we will pay $7 a barrel and no more. 


We don't have a concerted effort. The people will respond if we tell them 

cold turkey. 


Senator Fulbright: Why don't we ask the Jews to settle Jerusalem as part of 

the package? 


Senator Humphrey: You keep looking at me when you say things like that. 

have talked more cold turkey, or Humphrey that you have. 


The President: You have been great to come and take a11 this time. Thank 

you very much. 


'\ '; 
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MEMORANDUM •
THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: 

ATTENDEES: 

SUBJECTS: 

Turkish Aid 

Bipartisan Leadership Breakfast with the 
President -  Wednesday, Septem.ber 26, 1974 

President Ford 
Secretary Kissinger 

Senator Mike Mansfield 
Senator Hugh Scott 
Senator William. Fulbright 
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Turkish Aid; Jackson Amendm.ent; Energy 
Cooperation 

The President: I appreciate Mike I s holding the Foreign As sistance 
Bill so we could talk over Turkish aid, the Foreign Assistance Bill 
and the Trade Bill. 

Doc, you approved the m.odified Turkish language. 

".' 
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Morgan: It passed by a vote of 19 to 11. 
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The President: I hope we can make it stick on the floor. Then, Mike 
helped get the same into the Senate aid bill. He"nry, would you explain 
the situation we are in. 

Secretary Kissinger: Let me do two things -- explain the diplomacy 
and then the legal situation. 

The Greek domestic situation is extremely complex. Karamanlis 
is caught between anti-American forces on the left and right. There is 
Papandreou on the left, who was strong enough in '67 to stimulate a coup, 
and on the right are the military types from the junta. 

Karamanlis and Mavros are personally pro-American. They talk 
differently, however, for public consumption. 

Congressman O'Neill: How did the junta judge so wrong on Cyprus? 

Secretary Kissinger: In spite of what you may read, we got no high-level 
warning of the coup. Neither did Makarios. We earlier had heard some 
rumor s, which we passed to him. 

The junta made a basic wrong judgment. They thought in terms 
of the 1964 situation. But in '64 there was a strong Cyprus Government 
and a popular Greek Government. And as a result of '64, the Turks vowed 
that never would they let it happen again. The junta was living in a dream 
world; in the early days after the coup, they wouldn't give concessione to 
keep the Turks from invading. 

Karamanlis is trying to steal support from the left and the right 
before the November elections. Take his actions with respect to NATO -
what he's doing is trying to steal the thunder from the left. He has really 
done the minimum. Mavros was upset because he was the only foreign 
minister I called on in New York; he thought it wouldn't look good back 
home. 

The Greeks know the outcome will be worse than on July 15. 
Any conceivable outcome before the elections would have to be of a 
character which would hurt them. They hope in a negotiation to wrap in 
other issues with Turkey. 
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It was our judgment that there was nothing we could have done 
which would have stopped the second Turkish offensive. Imm.ediately 
after the second attack began, we invited both Prime MinJ.stershere or 
offered to send Ambassador Bruce to meet with them. These were all 
rejected. 

We told Karamanlis that we understood his need for some anti
American propaganda, but he had to remember there was a danger it would 
prevent us from helping them. He quieted it down thereafter. Then 
Karamanlis asked for a private emissary. So we sent Ambassador Tyler. 
Karamanlis told him that in direct negotiations, he would have to ask far 
too much. He gave us a list ;9f what he would needin direct negotiations 
and then gave us a smaller lilt of de~nd,s which he said he could, get by 
with in indirect negotiations. Then he said he would rather not be involved 
at al1 -- so he wouldn't have toatcept theresponsibility~ F,£e could accept 
an outcome from the communal talks which he couldn't accept if he were 
directly involved. 

At the same time, we took the legal interpretation of the foreign 
assistance legislation to the Turks and told them 'we would have to 
implement it if there' were no progress in the negotiations and on poppies. 
(They have now agreed on the straw process. ) 

The Turks have now agreed that when the Greeks give the signal, 
they will make some conces sions. That would be used to elicit a statement 
of principles and would permit conununal talks, plus some refugee returns. 
This would be in October. Then,a~ter the November electiqns, the talks 
would be broadened. 

The Greek proplem is presentational. Mavros was very friendly 
with me and asked for e,conomic and military aid --but,pubHcly he has 
had to make some troublesome statements. He told me he would get 
Makarios unper control. He aske'd priy~tely that I go to Turkey to bring 
back concessions, but they are reluotant to ask me publicly. But all this 
is tactics. Both the Greeks and Tu.rks substantially agree on this general 
process. 

In Turkey, Ecevit has a' government problem becaus,e ~his coalition 
wanted annexation in Cyprus. He is looking for a p~rtn.er whowould be 
willing to negotiate with Gree~e. ' 

http:p~rtn.er
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Greece is willing to give Turkey 200/0 of the island, and the Turks 
are willing to reduce their holdings to 330/0. Somewhere in between will 
work. 

We are ready to use leverage on Turkey -- whatever you think of 
our policy - - but if we cut off the aid ahead of time, we will lose that 
leverage. If we are toughbeforehand# the Greeks -- who will be tough 
negotiators anyway - - would have leverage over us. With an aid cutoff, 
the Greeks would expect concessions that no one could get them. These 
restrictions would lose us the Turks without helping the Greeks and destroy 
this process I have been describing. It is going pretty well really --but 
it will move in fits and starts. Cutting off aid doesn't help the Greek 
moderates because it cuts their maneuvering room -- they can'fpoint to 
objective necessities for compromise. 

The legal provisions are such that we can and probably should cut 
off aid. We could avoid the cutoff by thefollowing .[l'eading from the talking 
p~per]: we could find the Turks not in substantial violation, on the basis 
that it was a kind of self-defense of the Turkish Cyprjotes;that the Treaty 
of 1960 gives them the status of guarantor, which at least creates doubt 
that their actionwaa illegal; and that the law applies to future, not past 

• 1I_ :":,

actlon. ',' 

The President felt we should not make a strained legal ipterpretation 
without talking with you. Even if we cut it Off, does it apply to what is in 
the pipeline? And how about the $50 million grant exception? A cutoff 
without the pipeline cutoff would infuriate the Turks without having any 
effect for a year. 

The negotiating timetable can't be speeded. All of this repre.sents 
the nature of our problem and explains why wedon1t want an automatic 
cutoff but rather to .'\lse the threat of 'it for leverage. 

The President: This'is why the amendment of yesterday is good. 

Senator Fulbright: What is it? 

Secretary Kissinger: The CRA amendment required "substantial progress. II 
This gives the Greeks the opportunity to say at any tithe that there isn't any. 
The language in yesterday's amendments call for "good faith efforts by the 
Turks. It 

,/ vO'lD 
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Congressman Morgan: You saw the..e.wu. editorial? 

Secretary Kissinger: Yes. It is not accurate. I haven't done anything 
about the legal opinions. 

Senator Aiken: How do we respond to our Greek f:fiends? 

Secretary Kissinger: I spoke with AHEPA a while back, and while they 
were good in private, they went right .out to 10Qby for a cutoff. 

Congressman Frelinghuysen: The fight isn't over. Brademas will 
continue to fight. His argument is the amendm.entwas designed to get 
some troops moved off Cyprus. 

Secretary Kissinger: We could make a shyster interpretation -- pull 
out 5,000 troops and declare "substantial progress." We don't want to 
do it that way. 

Congressman Frelinghuysen: The whole thing is a PR move to pacify 
feelings. 

Secretary Kissinger: Once the Turks know we are playing games, like 
asking only for them to pull ol:1-t a few troops, we will lose our leverage 
with them. 

Congressman Frelinghuysen: How do we get out of complying with the Act? 

Secretary Kissinger: The minimum compliance would be to cutoff 
credit and all grants above $50 milliop, and leave the pipeline alone. 
But this wouldfQ;rce the Turks to a nationalistic posture in which np Turkish 
leader could give coitcessions -- and the. Greeks wouldn't want to make 
concessions in such a situation bera'!lse theyvrould want to wait to see 
what effect the cutoff was having. .,' 

i ~ 
Congressman Frelinghuysen:' Bu~ wedon't have an ideal solution, and 
the House vote shows c~early what the, sentiment is. 

Congress1nan'RhQdes: Bradernas told me n.ot to make him roll us again -
because he can and will. What4we ne'ed·is a Senat,e a,etiQn on the CR first 
so we can bring something in in conference. 

I 
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Secretary Kissinger: Our lawyers say the House Committee action 
would override the language in the Foreign Assistance Act. We should 
have some action going by the time the recess is over. 

Congressman O'Neill: Could you talk with the Greek Congressmen? 

Senator Mansfield: We have the amench:nent now and will try to hold 
it as is for conference. 

Congressman Rhodes: That is what we need. 

Secretary Kissinger: If we had the House language on the CRA there 
would be daily arguments about what was "suJ>stantiaP' progress and the 
Greeks would gain great lev-erage. 

Congressman Rhodes: How about stressing the effect on NATO? We 
need both Greece and Turkey. 

The President: Sure. Turkey could take the same NATO action as the 
Greeks. 

Secretary Kissinger: The potential for the Turks getting out of NATO 
is greater than with Greece. There is no sympathy with Americans in 
Turkey and there is always the possibility of a Qaddafi-type coup. If the 
Turks should throw in with the Arabs, we would be in trouble. 

Senator Humphrey: We have a problem of cosmetics: There must be 
some action showing something is going on that we can point to. We can 
make a case if we have something to point to. Remember, there is an 
American election in November, too. 

Secretary Kissinger: Our dilemma is that the Turks are willing to grant 
some concessions, but the Greeks have asked that we don't do it now 
because they want it close to their election and not so far in front they 
have to deliver something else by November. 

Senator Humphrey: Can we say within 30 days? 

Secretary Kissinger: If the Greeks think we are under pressure, they 
may back off. 

~0~~" ..' \o;.~.".' ~.~)\ 
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Congressman Rhodes: But the Turks are mad now about the Congressional 
action. If they make conces sions now, it looks like they are caving under 
pressure. 

Senator Humphrey: We have alre..dy gone through a period in this 
country where we have ignored the law. It just won't work. We need 
s o:i:nething. .,{ 

~'f:: 

Senator Mansfield: I would be pr~paredto go with the B.rooke Amendment. 

Senator Fulbright: I prefer to put:;the amendp1.ent on the authorization 
rather than th~ eRA. Of course l'am opposed to the whole bill. This 
Cyprus negotiation is a Britis,llpr·obletn. These amendments get us into 
another dispute wher~ we don't hE!:iong. Let the UN handle it.. They can't 
do any worse than we. 

Senator Humehrey: It's not a UN problem. It's a NATO problem. 

Senator Fulbright: The problem is we are using foreign aid to get us 
involved in every dispute around the world. 

Senator Mansfield: Our policy in Cyprus' has been good. There a.re all 
sorts of dangerous possibilities in this situation. I oppose aid but I 
want to support our diplomacy. 

Senator Fulbright: I oppose doing it through the CRA. After all, the 
bill has more money, but it does have a number of restrictive amendments. 

Congressman Rhodes: Hubert has identified the immediate problem. 
Can we tell the Turks the law is such, and that we will have to comply 
by a certain time? 

Congressman Frelinghuysen: I don't think the Brooke-Hamilton approach 
will be accepted u:qles s we 'do something with the Turks. 

Secretary Kissinger: Our dilemma is the Greeks don't want it now. 

Senator Scott: It will be as much trouble after the election as now. 

The President: There are tw<? b~lls: the Authorization tomorrow and 
the CRA Monday. 



Senator Fulbright: Why not t~ke it to "the UN? Then we wouldn't have 
all of the responsibility. 

The President: The Greeks and the Turks both trust us. 

Secretary Kissinger: Giving it to the UN is a pro-Turk move because the 
UN can 't do anything and the situaij.on would freeze as it is. If we move 
away from the Turks, the Soviet Union will,probably move toward them. 
Turkey is more important to the Soviet Union than Greece. 

Senator Fulbright: Turkey has always been afraid of the Soviet Union. 
They wouldn't turn to them. 

Senator Mansfield: No, you are wrong. They would turn to the Soviet 
Union and the Arabs. 

The President: The Greek Government won't publicly acknowledge to the 
American Greeks that they don't want movement now. We have both 
elections. They must understand that if they don't call off the American' 
Greeks, it will hurt the Greek position. 

Senator Mansfield: How about a token Turkish reduction of 2,000 -3,000 
now and another nearer election? 

Senator Humphrey: Maybe we could dump all the bad stuff on the 
Authorization to lel people vent their spleen and then negotiate it out of 
the CRA. 

Senator Mansfield: We will probably take up the Authorization Tuesday. 

Senator Humphrey:' The House has a mild amendInent on the Authorization 
and if the Senate puts a tough amendment on the Authorization, but not 
on the CRA, then we can negotiate a good CRA. 

The President: Then, by the tim~ the recess is over, there may be some 
progress <and we could tak~ care of it in the Authorization. 

Senator Aiken: ;To sw:pmari2ie-- all thii:! maneuvering must be kept from 
the public. 

Congressman Rhodes': How' is the American Greek Community divided? 

http:situaij.on
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Secretary Kissinger: The responsible ones are for Karamanlis' and 
the demonstrators are for Papandreou. 

Congressman Rhodes: Suppose Iakovos met with the President and 
then made a good statement? 

Congressman O'Neill: Before the coup the Greek Congressmen were 
out of touch with the American Greeks - - who suppo~tedthe junta. Now 
they want to get back in touch ~th their constituents by being tough. 

The President: We will put tough language in the Senate Authorization 
and keep the Senate GRA -\vith the~rooke Amendment. ','Then after the 
recess, progress would get us off the hook. 

So it's crucial to get to Iakovos. 

Congressman Rhodes: } th~nk it would add to our problems to put a 
tough amendment on the Senate,bill. 

JacksoriAmendment 

The President:. Let's spend just a minute on Jackson- Yanik. I met 
with Scoop last Saturday. My position is to have a waiver. If, at the 
end of the year the Soviet UIrion hasn"tperformed, I would kill MFN. 
The Soviet Union has agreed they :wouldn't interfere with applications 
and that any applicant could leave, except for security cases. 

Secretary Kissinger: That's about 1 or 1-1/2% of the total. 

The President: And no 'harassment. If they stick by that,' I would so 
certify and MFN ~ould continue. We proposed to Scoop a procedure 
like we had on the pay bill. Scoop wants affirmative action by the Congress, 
under a complicated system he says will ensure that Congress will act. 

Senator Fulbright: That won't work. 

Senator Scott: No, it won't. 

The President: Scoop has worked out a complicated proc~dure, but 
you know it can be circumvented. 
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Why, we vvould even be willing to let it be a one-House veto. 

Senator Humphrey: What has Javits said about all this? 

Secretary Kissinger: What the President described is what the Soviets 
have told us. But they won't guarantee a specific figure and they also 
claim that emigration is down because of the, Middle East situation. 
There is probably something to that. There is a problem in Western 
Europe already with people wanting to go back. We would communicate 
all these understandings in a letter to Scoop and he would answer back 
with his clarifications. ' 

Senator Humphrey: To Scoop? And how about the rest of us? 

Secretary Kissinger: Scoop would write back and say he understands 
that 6{), 000 is what we could expe·ct as an adequate figure. The Soviets 
will not agree to that. And you know there is no way for the Soviet Union 
to live up to everydetall of these requirements, so Jackson could use 
every isolated example to scream bad faith. The Soviets could ask for 
typ~Qapplications. No government could or should live up to this sort 
of intrusion. 

Senator Fulbright: We certainlywo~ldn't. 

Secretary Kissinger: But we would certainly know through the Jewish 
network.about systematic violations if there are any. And Brezhnev has 
promised to give his personal attention to individual cases. But the 
Soviet Union has not agreed to 60,000, and Jackson at the end of the 
waiver period could scream trickery. We do not accept his specific 
number. 

[The President mentioned the Kudirka case to show Soviet cooperation. ] 

Senator Humphrey: I'm glad to hear they are human.' .If you think the 
Greeks have pressure, .we have more from the Jews. You've got to get 
the top Jewish leaders in Cl-nd tell them what has been done. The President 
has an ironclad case on this. .. 

Senator Scott: .We have made these points to the Jewish Community. 
The Israeli Government has to. •. (interrupted). 
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The President: If the Jackson-Yanik AmendInent comes up, we can't 
buy it. So there would be no trade bill and probably no Jewish emigration. 
The way to go is our way so we can get a trade bill and emigration. 

Senator Mansfield: I couldn't vote for the bill as Henry has described 
the process. 

Congressman Frelinghuysen: Would you leave Scoop's letter unanswered? 

Secretary Kissinger: We would reply saying we understand this is your 
view - - which is a waffle. But he could always claim trickery. 

Senator Humphrey: Why not spell out this to the leadership? Why to 
Scoop? I am mean too. We know the President won't let non-compliance 
turn into a political football. It is absolutely safe. Democratic politics 
will be wild in 176. The President should spell out the understandings 
or Henry - - but not to ~coop. 

Senator Scott: If sentiment here is opposed, just tell Scoop what the 
leader s think. 

Secretary Kissinger: We could put in a letter from me what I have 
described. 

Senator Humphrey: Someone should spell it out to the committees, not 
to Scoop. 

Senator Scott: Tell Scoop there should not be a private treaty. 

Secretary Kissinger: There are two choices: If we write a letter to 
the leadership and he replies, he is just one Senator. But if we write 
him and he replies, it is part of the legislative record. 

Congressman Rhodes: A letter should go to Senator Long. 

Senator Humphrey: A letter should go to Long. Then anyone can send 
a letter back who wants to. If Scoop gets a letter. others who may have 
certain ambitions will want one. 

The President: We brought this up because we are here working hard 
on this problem and I wanted the leadership to know the precise situation. 
I hope Scoop won't feel we undercut him. 
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Secretary Kissinger: The Soviet Union says they can't accept MFN 
if affirm.ative action is needed every year. 

Energy Cooperation 

The President: Tell them about the Camp David meeting, Henry. 

Secretary Kissinger: Based on what the President and I have said in 
our oil speeches, we have called a meeting of the Big Five to concert 
our policy. 

What we are seeing is one of the largest transfers of economic 
power and therefore political power in history. Italy, for example, 
can It meet its deficit. Recycling gives the Arabs life and death control 
over the industrial world. By pulling out investment, they could cause 
economic chaos. Some have said, "Let the Arabs take over the foreign 
aid programs from the dev:eloped countries." H the Arabs take over 
foreign aid -- they haven't shown that inclination yet -- they could buy 
up the whole Third World. "Libya, for example, literally buys up 
countries. 

We have no brilliant answers but we want to put this problem to 
them and discuss some possible approaches: '. One element would be 
consumer r,estraint, or conservation. Sec;:ond, we would explore 
establishin.g a fund which would equalize the burden - - maybe a tax. 
Third, we would build on the ~ergency sharing agreement and strengthen 
it for the range of threats, from. se\ecti,ve toa general boycott. 

But baSically we must realize that we face a serious change in 
the world political structure. 

Senator Scott: The industrialized world won't tolerate strangulation at 
the hands of a few Arabs. 'It never has happened before in history. 

Secretary Kissinger: There has never been this kind of power transfer 
without war. European attitudes are now changing. If this trend continues, 
Japan, for example, will build a military force to take action. 

Senator Humphrey: Your conference should agree on joint R&D. You 
need to announce something. We need really to get going. 
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No one knows how to deal with this shift in capital. 

We should tell the Arabs we will pay $7 a barrel and no more. 
We don't have a concerted effort. The people will respond if we tell 
it to them cold turkey. 

Senator Fulbright: Why don't we ask the Jews to. sell Jerusalem as 
part of the package? 

Senator Humphrey: You keep '~qoking~t'mewhen you say things like 
that. I have talked more cold ttlrkey, or Huplphrey, than you have. 

The President: 'You have been great to come and take all this time. 
Thank you very much. 

~;': 
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